05.12.2012 PANNONE LLP
FAO ‘HEAD OF ‘RESOLUTIONS??’ paul.jonson@pannone.co.uk
FRAUDSTER & Co CONSPIRATOR
Dear Paul Jonson
You personally are going to have to account for your actions under common law.
You are a CO CONSPIRATOR in the continued act of fraud.
You have made statements to a court containing lies.
You are by association to this perpetual lies, deceit and fraud, getting yourself and your company
into very hot water. You don’t frighten me with your threats of prison.
You and your associate, liars and fraudsters have stolen £100,000 from my mother.
You have mal administered an additional £100,000 by criminal neglect and fraud by false
representation. You have failed to disclose full accounts to your client for her to discover what else
you have stolen!
You have used threats amounting to intimidation on fraudulent harassment levels to try and get me
silent to your company’s frauds. Your actions are already exposed.
Your personal lies are already there to be seen, to the very JUDGE FOSKITT that you personally lied
to! To be proved. Your threats are not going to frighten me Paul, get used to it.
If this is the best you can come up with as head of resolutions, I would like your JOB as you are unfit
for the position. You cannot even concentrate on what you are sending out in a correspondence is
correct.
The whole saga shows the total incompetence with which you and your company has mal
administered my mother’s affairs from day one and now continually tries to cover it up with threats
of intimidation and harassment from your corrupt treasonous judge friends FOSKITT, SHARP &
JACKSON.
Point to make here is;
WHEN INJUSTICE BECOMES LAW, REBELLION BECOMES DUTY.
The Commercial Lien will stand for a further 98 years no matter what prison you might attempt to
put me in? You fail to understand your responsibilities under common law because you are that
engrossed in LEGALESE which to all intents and purposes is a fraud and a lie and fake just similar to
the lies deceit & falsifying of my mother’s accounts that you cannot show.
You and your company are hiding behind a wall corruption that’s about to topple, GOD HELP YOU
ALL! I might remind you that your ‘so called’ illegal unlawful injunction is to the LEGAL FICTION
CORPORATION and not the human being of which I am.
Educate yourself Paul on Common Law, I have had too, whilst being faced with your corrupt
company.
Mike: Clarke

